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• Science is increasingly global: this century, global spend on R&D has 
increased in line with GDP – but increase in developing countries much 
faster, publications up by over a third, over 7m researchers in the 
world today

• Rise of new scientific powers: China, Brazil, India, South Korea and 
emerging scientific nations in the Middle East, South East Asia, North 
Africa and elsewhere

• Over a third of papers published in international journals are 
internationally collaborative, up from a quarter 15 years ago

• Collaboration is driven by search for quality and efficiency, and by
necessity

The changing scientific landscape



• Brain drain changing to brain gain.  Mobility, migration and diaspora 
networks are important drivers of international scientific collaboration 

• Science and scientific collaboration are essential to address global 
challenges such as climate change, energy security, and infectious 
diseases

• International capacity building is crucial to ensure the impacts of 
scientific research are shared globally, to develop local solutions to 
global problems, and to allow participation on an equal footing in 
devising solutions

The changing scientific landscape



Who, what, where
Emerging nations are transforming global science 
– although the traditional powers still lead the field



Who, what, where?
Publication trends

1999-2003

2004-2008



Who, what, where?

Citation trends

1999-2033

2004-2008



Patents registered in USA



International
collaboration 
• Over 35% of articles published 

in international journals are 
internationally collaborative, 
up from 25% 15 years ago
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Regional collaboration 

1996-2000 2004-2008

- is growing 



Regional  collaboration
- but for developing countries global collaboration dominates 



Regional collaboration 

1996-2000 2004-2008

Intra-European collaboration has (exceptionally) grown faster 
than international collaboration in general – as a result of 
deliberate EU policy



International collaboration
Benefits of joint authorship



International collaboration
Country collaborations with increased impact (Fig 2.8)



Global challenges

Global challenges have been successfully tackled before

Hole in ozone layer Smallpox



Global challenges
Five case studies → lessons for the future



Some lessons on global problems

• As many countries as possible should participate in devising and assessing 
solutions

- necessary for buy-in to implementation, but tension between inclusivity and 
quality of science 

→ capacity building crucial

• Possible tension between  coordination and encouraging local initiative & 
maintaining buy-in

• Major philanthropic input very welcome (fast, flexible) – but accountability?
•

• Time needed to set up global organisations has to be balanced against the 
advantages

• Possible tension between technical, political and industrial interests

• Intellectual property issues may be a barrier



‘Science for Peace’
Two organisations created under the umbrella of UNESCO:

CERN
Conceived late 1940s - two aims:

•Enable construction of a facility 

beyond means of individual members

•Foster cooperation between peoples

recently in conflict

SESAME
Conceived late 1990s with the same aims

•Members: Bahrain, Cyprus, Egypt, Iran, 

Israel, Jordan, Pakistan, 

Palestinian Authority, Turkey 

‘A parallel universe’

•Hope commissioning 2015

It will work politically provided 

science is first class

M



• Detailed call for evidence to all the Society’s >1,400 Fellows and Foreign 
Members, Research Fellows, interacademy networks and UK science attachés 
around the world

• A special discussion for members of the InterAcademy Panel, coinciding 
with its General Assembly at the Society in January 2010

• Face-to-face and telephone interviews with key figures in international 
science and science policy from around the world

• Access to publication data and analytical services provided by Elsevier 

• Variety of data from other sources (UNESCO, OECD, etc)

• The report and its conclusions are those of the Royal Society alone

Knowledge, Networks and Nations

Methodology – collection of evidence


